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Abstract: A new attempt to use a bifunctional interleaf for developing a novel structure–function-
integrated composite with simultaneously improved interlaminar fracture toughness and atomic
oxygen resistance was studied. The toughening mechanism and the atomic oxygen erosion property
of the delaminated surfaces of the composites were examined. The bifunctional interleaf was prepared
by blending a phosphorus-containing polymer and a thermoplastic polymer. After being interleaved,
the mode I and mode II fracture toughness increased by 8.2% and 23.7% compared to the control
sample, respectively. The toughness gains are much smaller than that of the only thermoplastic film-
toughened composite because of the relative brittleness of the blend film. The atomic oxygen erosion
rates of the mode I and mode II delamination surfaces decreased by 45.3% and 31.3% compared
with the control, respectively. The carbon fibers on the irradiation surfaces are protected by a layer
of phosphine oxide to prevent further erosion, and they were much less eroded, particularly for
the mode I surface. In comparison, the erosion rates of the mode I and mode II surfaces of the
toughened-only composite significantly increased by 83.6% and 107.2%, respectively, and the carbon
fibers are seriously eroded.

Keywords: toughness; fibers; functional polymers; composites; blends

1. Introduction

With the development of aerospace technology, the boundary between space and the
sky is gradually blurred. Vehicles operating in low earth orbit (LEO), such as aerospace
aircrafts and satellites, have been greatly developed. Among various materials, lightweight
and high-strength composites are the preferred materials for these new vehicles [1–5].
However, the environment in LEO is far different from the earth’s surface and the outer
space, which is full of atomic oxygen (AO), ultraviolet (UV) radiation, impacts of cold and
hot cycles, impacts of flying objects, and other features. Among these, damage caused by
AO is the most serious and has attracted much attention [6–9]. For composite materials,
their matrixes are usually thermosetting resins. Under the erosion of high-energy, highly
oxidizing AO, all hydrocarbons, including carbon fiber [1], will be oxidized into gaseous
substances, which causes mass loss and performance degradation of the structures, and
affects their reliability and service life [1–4]. For most carbon-fiber-reinforced composites,
AO causes serious surface erosion and mass loss [4,5] and even leads to a distinct decrease
in bending strength, for example, only 74.2% of the initial value [4] is found after irra-
diation for 24 h. The strength degradation is even accelerated with the increase in AO
irradiation time.

The methods for the protection of AO erosion are mainly through introducing com-
pounds or nano particles containing silicon, boron, phosphorus, or other elements into the
surface or the base materials. After the introduction, these elements form nonvolatile ox-
ides under AO irradiation, and then the oxides cover the erosion surface and block further
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erosion, playing a role in self-healing [10–14]. For composite materials, the improvement of
AO resistance is mostly based on the modification of the surface protection layer, the resin
matrix, and reinforcing fibers. For example, in terms of surface protection, modified poly-
imide films [10] or ceramic or metal coatings are used as the protective layers [11]. However,
microcracks are easily formed in the surface layer during AO irradiation, resulting in poor
protection for the internal material. In terms of improving the AO resistance of the matrix,
for example, Liu et al. introduced phosphorus into the chemical structure of the matrix
resin [12]. Zhao et al. added talc to the polyimide matrix [13]. Another attempt has been
made to improve the AO resistance of the fiber/resin interface. Wei et al. improved the
AO resistance of the fibers through depositing Au on the fiber surface. A better retention
rate of the interface shear strength was found after AO erosion [2]. Zheng et al. treated the
fibers with a silane agent. The AO erosion rate of the fiber/resin interface was markedly
decreased [14].

On the other hand, composite materials in the space environment suffer the impact of
the temperature gradient because of the alternation of heat and cold, and they also face the
threat of flying objects. Another important problem of traditional composites is that they
easily form microcracks and become delaminated caused by low-velocity impact, resulting
in the decline of compression strength [15,16]. Generally, microcracks and delamination
are most likely to occur in the resin-rich interlaminar region. Interlayer toughening is the
most important method to improve the interlaminar toughness to resist impact energy [17].
After being toughened, the resistance to the interlaminar crack growth is significantly
improved; typically, the mode I (GIC) and mode II (GIIC) interlaminar fracture toughness of
the composites will be greatly improved [18,19]. The increase in energy dissipation can be
attributed to several mechanisms, such as the bridging caused by nanofillers and fibers,
the increase in matrix viscoelasticity, and the deflection of the crack path [20,21].

AO can penetrate through cracks, resulting in damage to the interior material [11]. For
composite laminates, cracks are most likely to occur in the resin-rich interlaminar region
during the molding process and application. However, there is no research on improving
the AO resistance of the interlaminar region, and no work has studied the AO erosion
behavior of the delamination surface of the composites.

In our previous work, we developed a novel functionalized interleaf technology (FIT)
for preparing multifunctional structural composites [22–24]. One of the applications of this
technology is the production of composites with simultaneous high conductivity and high
toughness [24]. In this paper, we first further expand the application of FIT in the field of
atomic oxygen protection for developing new structure–function-integrated composites
used for vehicles operating in LEO. We propose a bifunctional film using for the interleaf,
which can not only improve the interlaminar fracture toughness of the composite, but also
improve the AO resistance of the easily delaminated interlaminar region. In view of this
idea, a blend film of high-toughness poly (aryl ether ketone) (PEK-C) and phosphorus-
containing polymer (PSPPP) was prepared as the bifunctional interleaf for simultaneously
improving the interlaminar fracture toughness and AO erosion behavior of carbon-fiber-
reinforced bismaleimide resin. The AO erosion behavior of the delamination surfaces
was examined.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials

PEK-C is a phenolphthalein-modified polyaryletherketone purchased from Xuzhou
Engineering Plastics Factory (Xuzhou, China). PSPPP is a kind of phosphorus containing
polyethersulfone purchased from Hubei Nona Technology Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China. Their
chemical structures are as follows (Scheme 1).
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Scheme 1. The chemical structures of PEK-C and PSPPP.

To prepare the PEK-C films and PEK-C/PSPPP blend films, first, PEK-C and PSPPP
powders in a certain proportion were dissolved in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) to form
a uniform, transparent 10–15 wt.% solution. Then the solution was casted on a clean glass
plate and heated in a 100 ◦C oven for 2 h to form the film. Before use, the residual DMF was
fully removed via drying in a vacuum oven at 100 ◦C for 2 h. Table 1 gives the abbreviations
of the corresponding films and composite laminates. CCF300/6421 prepreg was prepared
in our laboratory (AVIC Composite Technology Center, Beijing, China). Here CCF300 is
the reinforcing fiber, and 6421 is an aero-grade bismaleimide resin, a product of the AVIC
composite technology center, Beijing, China (ACTC). The thickness of a single layer of
the prepreg is 0.125 mm. The resin content is controlled at 31–33 wt.%. Other auxiliary
materials, such as the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film, were purchased commercially
without further treatment.

Table 1. Properties of the film interleaf and abbreviations.

Film Abbreviation PEK-C Content PSPPP Content Thickness Composite
Abbreviation

PEK-C 100 wt.% 0 25 µm PS0-C
PS100 50 wt.% 50 wt.% 30 µm PS100-C

2.2. Preparation of the Laminates

The design principle of the composite is shown in Figure 1a. The blended films are
covered on the surface and interleaved in the interlayer of the laminate. The surface film
protects the AO erosion of the surface. The interleaved films enhance the toughness of
the laminate to avoid microcracks and delamination. During the curing process, part of
the film near the interface is dissolved in the matrix resin, and the reaction-induced phase
separation occurs at a high curing degree, finally forming a polyphase structure. This is a
so called “ex situ” toughening technology [17], which has been proved to be an effective
toughening method. Thus, the application of the toughening and anti-AO interleaf can
suppress microcrack formation and improve the AO resistance of the interlayer region
and protect the composite from AO erosion even when the interlayer is delaminated or
full of cracks.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the (a) design principle of the composite and (b) the testing samples.

The schematic diagram of the test samples is shown in Figure 1b. The AO erosion
rate of the base materials was tested by using 6421 resin, PEK-C film, and PS100 film as
the samples. The samples for GIC and GIIC tests were cut from a unidirectional laminate
made of CCF300/6421 prepreg. First, the prepregs were stacked in a preform with the
sequence of [0]24. Three kinds of laminates were prepared, i.e., the control sample without
any interleaf, the toughened-only sample interleaved with one PEK-C film (PS0-C), and
the sample interleaved with one PS100 film (PS100-C). When preparing the preform, a
25-µm-thick PTFE film was inserted at one side of the middle layer to prepare the precrack.
The width of the PEFE film (along the fiber direction) was controlled at 5.5–6 mm. One
interleaf was used to fully fill the other side of the middle layer without the PTFE film
coverage. Then the preform was cured by the hot press curing method according to the
curing conditions of 6421 resin. The laminate was finally demolded for use after being
cooled below 60 ◦C.

2.3. Test of Mode I and II Interlaminer Fracture Toughness

The GIC test is used in accordance with the Chinese Aviation Industry Standard HB
7402-96, which is based on the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard
D5528-01 [25]. Standard double-cantilever beam (DCB) specimens with a width of 25 mm
and a length of 180 mm were used (Figure 1b). The length of the precrack made by the
PTFE film was 50 mm. Before testing, an initial load was applied to the hinges stuck on the
two surfaces of the precracked end of the sample to cause the precrack to expand about
10–20 mm to obtain a fresh crack. During the test, the load, displacement, and crack length
of each specimen were recorded in real time. The loading rate was 2 mm/min. Three
specimens were tested for each sample. The GIIC test is according to HB 7403-96, which is
based on ASTM D790-00. End-notched flexure specimens (ENF) with the width of 25 mm
and length of 140 mm were used (Figure 1b). The length of the precrack made by the
PTFE film was 40 mm. A 5–10 mm long fresh crack was created by applying an initial
load to each specimen. The critical value of the load and the displacement were recorded.
Five specimens were tested for each sample. GIC is calculated by Equation (1) and GIIC is
calculated by Equation (2), respectively.

GIC =
mPδ

2Wa
× 103 (1)
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where GIC is the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness, J/m2; m is the fitting coefficient;
P is the load, N; δ is the displacement, mm; W is the specimen width, mm; a is the crack
length, mm.

GIIC =
9Pδa2

2W(2L3 + 3a3)
× 103 (2)

where GIIC is the mode II interlaminar fracture toughness, J/m2; P is the critical load, N;
δ is the displacement, mm; a is the crack length, mm; W is the specimen width, mm; 2L is
the span (distance between the cylinders), mm.

2.4. Test of the AO Erosion Rates

The AO erosion rates were tested according to the Chinese national military standard
GJB 2502.9-2015. An AO ground simulation test equipment is adopted for the test. The AO
flux density is 5 × 1015 O atoms/cm2.s, and the total count is 7.5 × 1020 O atoms/cm2. The
size of films for the erosion rate test of base materials is 20 mm × 20 mm. The samples for
the erosion rate test of the delamination surfaces were obtained from the typical failure
area of the specimens after the DCB and ENF tests. The sample width is the same as that of
the interlaminar fracture test sample (25 mm). The sample length, which is along the fiber
direction, is 15 mm. The projection area of the macro sample was used as the irradiation
area when calculating the erosion rate. Three specimens were tested for each sample.

2.5. Other Characterizations

Scanning electron microscopy images (SEM) were obtained by a Hitachi S-4800 (Hi-
tachi Group, Tokyo, Japan) in the Beijing Center for Physical and Chemical Analysis. Before
the test, all of the samples were sprayed with a thin gold layer. Optical photos were taken
by a smart phone. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was obtained from A TA DSC
Q10 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). The tensile strength of the film was tested by
cutting the film with a width of about 12.5 mm and a length of 25 mm. The tensile speed of
the film was 5 mm/min with a SANS CMT4000 tensile machine (MTS systems (China) Co.,
Ltd., Shanghai, China). Five films were tested for each sample.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Preparation and Properties of Interleaf Films

PEK-C is a typical highly tough thermoplastic polymer, which has been applied to
toughen carbon-fiber-reinforced composites [17]. PSPPP is a kind of phosphorus containing
polyester, which is often used for flame-retardant modification. Compared with PEK-C,
the molecular structure of PSPPP is more rigid. Pure PEK-C films and PEK-C/PSPPP (1:1)
(PS100) films were prepared using for the interleaf films. The thicknesses of the PEK-C and
PS100 films are 25 and 30 µm, respectively.

The PEK-C films were transparent because they were formed by homogeneous PEK-C
without micro-phase separation (Figure 2a). Different from the PEK-C films, the PS100
films were milky white and not transparent, indicating that PSPPP and PEK-C are not com-
pletely compatible, and micro-phase separation occurred during the film formation process
(Figure 2b). SEM images of the PS100 show that many small dark dots are distributed on
the film surface and many micropores with small particles on the fracture surface. The
size of the micropores is around 2–7 µm, whereas the particle size is relatively smaller
(Figure 2c,d). The above results indicate that micro-phase separation occurred during film
formation, and the interface of the two phases is very poor. Compared with the results
of energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), it can be considered that the continuous
phase is a blend of PEK-C and PSPPP, while the particles are mainly PSPPP.
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Figure 2. Optical images of the (a) PEK-C film and (b) PS100 film, and SEM images of (c) the surface of PS100 film, and
(d) the fracture surface of PS100 film.

From the DSC curves of PEK-C and PS100 films (Figure 3), it can be seen that the
glass transition temperature (Tg) of PEK-C is 221 ◦C, indicating that PEK-C is a typical
high-Tg polymer, thus it can be used for the toughening of bismaleimide resin. As a
comparison, the Tg of the PS100 film is not obvious. A peak at 289 ◦C can be found, which
can be identified as the melting point of PSPPP. It further indicates PSPPP crystallized from
the blend film after film formation. Since PSPPP has a high melting point, it can also be
used for the modification of bismaleimide resin and will not reduce the heat resistance
of the resin.
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Figure 4 gives the tensile curves of the PEK-C film and the PS100 film. The PEK-C film
is significantly higher than the PS100 film in both tensile strength and elongation at break.
The elongation at break of the PEK-C film reaches 5.5%, showing obvious stress-plastic
yield, whereas the elongation at break of PS100 film is only 2.2%, showing brittle fracture. It
indicates that the toughness of the PS100 film is significantly lower than that of the PEK-C
film because of the brittleness of PSPPP.
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3.2. The Interlaminar Fracture Toughness of the Composites

The thermoplastic PEK-C film produces good toughening properties on the CCF300/6421
laminate. After interleaved with the PEK-C film. GIC and GIIC of the PS0-C are markedly
increased by 57% and 115%, respectively (Table 2). Compared with the PS0-C, GIC and GIIC
of the PS100-C interleaved with a PS100 film are much lower. Compared with the control,
GIC and GIIC of the PS100-C still showed a small increase of 8.2% and 23.7%, respectively.

Table 2. The interlaminar toughness of the different samples.

Composites. Control PS0-C PS100-C

GIC/(J/m2) 207 325 224
Std. Dev./(J/m2) 44 58 20

GIIC/(J/m2) 556 1193 688
Std. Dev./(J/m2) 129 85 115

GIC increased with the increase in crack length for all three samples as shown in
Figure 5. It is also consistent with the results reported in many previous research works [18,26].
Among the three samples, the GIC increase in the control is more obvious. Its value exceeds
the GIC value of the PS100-C when the crack length is larger than 90 mm. The observations
made during the test found that more fiber bridging existed for the control sample because
of its smaller interlayer thickness without any interleaf.

The typical load–displacement curves of ENF tests are given in Figure 6. The load
increases linearly with the increase in displacement at the beginning stage for all three
samples. When near the critical load, plastic deformation occurs, and the increase in load
become nonlinear. It can be seen that for the PS0-C specimen, the plastic deformation is
most obvious. The plastic deformation of the PS100-C specimen is significantly smaller,
but it is still larger than the control specimen.

Fractography analysis was examined by SEM. Figure 7 presents the SEM images of
the delaminated surfaces of the three samples after the mode I test. River-like stripes
can be found on the delaminated surface of the control sample, which is a typical brittle
fracture morphology. For PS0-C, many carbon fibers/resin interfaces can be seen on its
mode I fracture surface, which look similar to that of the control. However, the resin
fracture surface is much rougher when observed from the enlarged area. Nano-sized
phase-separation structures can be seen. This is because PEK-C can be dissolved with
6421 resin in the initial stage and the reaction-induced phase separation occurred near the
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gel point during the curing process. The existence of phase separation makes the fracture
surface quite rough and markedly improves GIC.
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The fracture surface of PS100-C is quite different. No bare carbon fiber or fiber/resin
interface is found, while phase-separation morphology with the size of several microns
can be seen everywhere, which is similar to the fracture surface of the PS100 film shown
in Figure 2d. It indicates that the delamination tends to occur inside the interlayer, that
is, inside the region with the PS100 interleaf. The reason may be that plastic deformation
at the crack tip became smaller than the interlayer size, causing the cracks to occur inside
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the interlayer [27], because of the higher brittleness of the PS100 film. The decrease in the
interlayer toughness leads to the decrease in viscoelastic energy dissipation, resulting in the
decrease in GIC. Compared with the SEM images of the three samples, we can determine
the reason bridging of carbon fibers did not exist on the fracture surface of PS100-C, which
is because the GIC increase with the increase in crack length is smaller than the control, as
shown in Figure 5b.

Figure 8 presents the SEM images of the delaminated surfaces of the three samples
after the mode II test. The mode II delamination usually occurs at the interlayer because of
the tensile crack and the fiber/resin interface because of the transverse shear stress. For the
control sample, a hackle structure is found, which is the typical interlayer cohesive failure
for a brittle matrix [28]. For the PEK-C-toughened PS0-C sample, the fracture surface is
relatively rough. Ductile deformation and nano-sized phase separation of the resin can
be clearly seen. After being toughened, the toughness of the interlayer is significantly
increased and the tensile cracks inside it do not occur easily. The main failure mode is
changed to interfacial bonding failure. Due to the high viscoelastic energy dissipation
of ductile interlayer, GIIC is greatly improved. For the PS100 film-toughened PS100-C
sample, an obvious resin phase-separation structure and carbon fiber/resin interfacial
debonding can be seen. The morphology of carbon fiber is missing in certain parts of
the CF interface. It indicates that the phase separation leads to interface deterioration. In
addition, the toughness of the PS100 interleaf is also lower than PEK-C, resulting in lower
GIIC. However, it is still higher than the control sample.
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3.3. AO Erosion Properties

Table 3 presents the AO erosion rates of the samples at the AO dose of 7.5 × 1020 O
atoms/cm2. For the base materials, the erosion rate of PS100 is significantly lower than
that of the matrix resin and PEK-C, about 15.6% of the erosion rate of the 6421 resin.
However, the AO erosion rates of the delamination surfaces of the composites are different
from those of the base materials. The erosion rates of the mode I surface and mode II
surface of the only toughened PS0-C are 83.6% and 107.2% higher than those of the control,
respectively. It indicates that after being toughened, although the interlaminar toughness
of the composite is improved, its resistance to the AO erosion is significantly decreased. For
the PS100-C sample, the erosion rates of the mode I surface and mode II surface decreased
by 45.3% and 31.3% compared with the control, respectively, indicating a notable increase
in AO resistance.

Table 3. The AO erosion rate of the composites (×10−24 cm3/atom).

Composites Control PS0-C PS100-C

Base material 3.20 ± 0.33 2.63 ± 0.52 0.50 ± 0.07
Mode I fracture surface 2.56 ± 0.86 4.70 ± 0.81 1.40 ± 0.32
Mode II fracture surface 3.04 ± 0.27 6.30 ± 0.76 2.09 ± 0.36
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The morphologies of the 6421 resin, PEK-C film, and PS100 film after AO erosion are
shown in Figure 9. The surface morphologies of the 6421 resin and PEK-C film after erosion
are relatively similar. Both surfaces became uneven surfaces, which is a typical AO-eroded
surface morphology of homogeneous materials. On the other hand, for the AO-eroded
surface of the PS100 film, numerous quasi spheres containing nano-sized pores are found.
The diameter of the spheres is around 5–8 µm. Comparing the element composition of the
eroded film with the unirradiated film, the carbon content is much lower, while the relative
proportions of phosphorus and oxygen are much higher. This is because PS100 displays
phase separation of PEK-C and PSPPP. The AO erosion rates of these two polymers are
significantly different. After erosion, the PEK-C phase near the film surface was removed,
whereas the PSPPP phase was oxidized into phosphate compounds and prevented the
further diffusion and erosion of AO. Thus, the PS100 film has a lower AO erosion rate and
special eroded morphology.
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Figure 9. SEM images of based materials after AO erosion: (a) 6421resin, (b) PEK-C, (c) PS-100.

Figure 10 presents the SEM images of mode I delamination surfaces after AO erosion.
The carbon fibers on the surfaces of the control and PS0-C samples were eroded into
bundles of nano-sized fibers. The delamination surfaces of the control and PS0-C were
seriously damaged. For the control, the 6421 resin was eroded evenly, while for the PS0-C
sample, the resin between carbon fibers was eroded into a honeycomb-like morphology.
This is due to the existence of PEK-C/6421 resin phase separation. The phase separation
increases the surface roughness and interfacial AO permeation; thus, the erosion rate of
PS0-C is significantly higher.
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The mode I delamination surface of PS100-C after AO erosion is quite different.
Compared with the un-eroded surface shown in Figure 7c, the interlayer resin was partly
eroded, and the shape of carbon fibers appeared. However, all the carbon fibers are covered
with a layer of compounds with high phosphate content, and nearly no eroded carbon fiber
is found. This indicated the eroded interlayer plays a role in self-healing for AO erosion
and protects the carbon fiber and matrix.
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The mode II delamination surfaces of the control and PS0-C after AO erosion shown
in Figure 11 are more or less similar to the mode I delamination surfaces. The 6421 resin
was uniformly and seriously eroded for the control sample. A honeycomb-like morphol-
ogy is found for the PS0-C sample. The carbon fibers on the delamination surfaces are
seriously damaged.
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Figure 11. SEM images of mode II delamination surfaces after AO erosion of the (a) control, (b) PS0-C, (c) PS100-C.

On the other hand, for the PS100-C sample, there are some differences. Some of the
carbon fibers near the delamination surface were completely eroded. This is because the
mode II delamination region occurred at the fiber/resin interface, which is different to the
mode I delamination region. The erosion depth is still much smaller than the control and
PS0-C samples, indicating better AO protection.

4. Conclusions

A novel structure–function-integrated composite with improved interlaminar tough-
ness and AO resistance was prepared by interleaving it with a PEK-C/PSPPP bifunctional
film. After being interleaved, GIC and GIIC increased by 8.2% and 23.7%, respectively,
compared to the control sample, but were lower than those of the toughened-only compos-
ite interleaved with the PEK-C film. The main reason is the brittle PSPPP decreased the
toughness of the interleaf. The AO erosion rates of the mode I and mode II delamination
surfaces decreased by 45.3% and 31.3%, respectively, compared to the control sample,
while those of the toughened-only composite increased by 83.6% and 107.2%, respectively.
Further, the carbon plies of the PS100-C on the delamination surfaces are protected by
phosphorous compounds after erosion, whereas the carbon fibers were seriously damaged
in the control and PS0-C.
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